The Mbox® 2016 Dual Output media server from PRG is the latest update to the Mbox rental platform. The Mbox 2016 server runs the all-new Mbox Designer v4 software and features a new Apple Mac Pro computer with customized input/output and an upgraded Dual IO Module.

POWERFUL FEATURES

The Mbox Designer v4 software has powerful real time rendering, built-in effects, and a true 3D environment. Mbox Designer is the most powerful offering in the Mbox family of software, allowing users to unlock the full potential of the Mbox product.

The hardware included with the Mbox 2016 server package includes everything you need for professional results: UPS-backed power, DVI and HD-SDI video output with Stage and Preview connections, Genlock input for synchronization, balanced audio input and output, and four HD-SDI video inputs.

Mbox can also output video information as pixel-mapped Art-Net, sACN, or KiNET to control LED fixtures or moving lights, allowing designers to create broad strokes of color and realistic video effects.

VERSATILE CONTROL

The Mbox system can be programmed and operated directly from Art-Net, sACN, or DMX512-based moving light consoles, allowing ease of coordination between video/image effects and lighting cues. It can also be run via the Mbox Director GUI application. Mbox’s ease of use and speed of programming make it a favorite with both designers and programmers.

FLEXIBLE APPLICATION

The Mbox system can be used in a variety of applications from displaying custom logos at tradeshows to incorporating subtle backgrounds for broadcast television or high intensity cueing for live performances. The new Mbox v4 software allows for a flexible setup of multiple outputs and provides the performance to drive them all.
### Mbox® 2016 - Dual Output Media Server

#### Mbox Designer v4.2 Software Features

- **Fully Customizable Video Output Setup** with up to 32 Independently Mastered Outputs* per server
- 24 Interactive, Scalable Layers for Stills, Movies, Vector Graphics, or 3D Objects
- Up to 65,535 2D Stills/Movies and up to 65,535 Vector/3D Object Files
- Unlimited Pixel Mapping with Group Control and Built-in Merge functionality
- Mapping of Textures (Still Images or Videos) to 3D Objects and Digital Gobos
- Up to 32 Fully Independent Output Masters with Overall Dimming, Color, Effects, Geometry, 3D Camera, Keystone, and Shutter
- Video output via standard computer video outputs (DisplayPort/HDMI/DVI) or through Blackmagic Design DeckLink and Ultrastudio Thunderbolt Devices
- Supports up to 8 Live Video Inputs* - Blackmagic Design DeckLink and Ultrastudio Thunderbolt, Active Silicon Phoenix, Quicktime Streams, USB, Firewire
- Movie playback using Industry Standard Apple Quicktime Technology (Apple Prores, Hap, P-JPEG, & H.264 CODECS)
- Image sequence playback (TIFF or PNG)
- Perfect playback synchronization between outputs and servers when using Mbox Master Clock Sync
- Real-time crossfades and transitions between images and videos on the same layer with more than 60 stock and custom transitions available
- Over 125 Built-in 2D and 3D Effects with Four Effects Per Layer and Two Effects Per Output Master - Color Manipulation, Blur, Crop, Distortion, Keying, and More
- Over 35 Movie playback modes including Loop, Bounce, Sync to Master, Sync to Timecode, XFade on Loop, and Kiosk
- Stereo and Multi-channel audio playback with both master and per-layer volume control
- Interactive scenic tracking for 2D systems
- Integrated CITP/MSEX functionality for thumbnails and streaming video compatibility with control consoles and visualizers (supports streams from outputs, layers, and mixes)
- Remote monitoring, configuration, and media synchronization with the use of the Mbox Remote Software
- Control via ART-Net, SACN, DMX, or by graphical user interface - Mbox Director, which allows on-screen programming and manual, timeline, or remote triggering using MIDI, OSC, or ART-Net
- Image Remapping - 255 configurations selectable in real-time for configuring pixel placement, scale, and rotation. With real-time adjustments for effects or scenic tracking
- Syphon input (up to 12) and output (global surface, all outputs, and all layers)
- 3D projection mapping - 3D environment with positionable viewpoint (per output and object), objects, and lighting for 3D projection

*May require additional hardware
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#### Mbox Director Application

Mbox Director™, an application specifically written to control the Mbox software from a personal computer, can configure and control all aspects of the Mbox media content and playback, thereby eliminating the need for a lighting console. Director allows for straightforward control of Mbox through its user-friendly GUI while still giving access to the full range of Mbox control parameters.

### Controllable Elements

**Global Master:**
- Intensity
- Pixel Mapping Intensity
- Audio Volume

**Output Mastering:**
- Intensity, Color, Brightness & Contrast
- Effects
- 3D Camera
- Geometry
- Keystone
- Shuttering

**Layer:**
- Opacity, Color, Brightness & Contrast
- Texture w/ Crossfade
- Object
- Play Mode
- Play Speed
- In/Out Frame
- Sync
- Aspect
- Frame Blending
- XYZ Position
- XYZ Scale
- XYZ Rotation and Spin
- Mix Select and Mode
- Blend Mode
- Image Remapping
- Effects
- Audio Volume
- Layer Timecode

---

**Dual IO Module**

The Dual IO Module increases the capabilities of the Mbox Designer by providing additional inputs and outputs for expanded functionality. It includes features such as Stage Blackout Switch, Stage Visibility Switch, LED Capture Switch, Dimmer Switch, and more, allowing for more flexible and dynamic control over stage lighting and effects.
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